Modern Conversations
with the Past that become
Contemporary Masterpieces
Cristina Corvino and her fascinating creation “Conservative Art” ®

By Miguel Bermudez

W

alking into one of Cristina
Corvino’s
architectural
works in the beautiful city
of Turin, Italy, we feel a
mélange of art, history,
the creative process and the humanity that
comes from being exposed to art. Cristina
became interested in art as a child. She is a
product of one of those wonderful stories
in which a series of events pointed her
towards a path that involved her many
passions and she was encouraged by her
parents in her pursuits. Cristina loves
art and has embraced its many forms of
expression, be it theater, design, colors,
materials, etc.
She demonstrated early signs of
independence by developing a small
following for her creations.   In the
interview that follows, we will hear her
describe her beginnings, her approach
to art and creation and her hope for the
future.
It is the unique blending of forgotten,
neglected and overlooked paintings
juxtaposed with relevant, modern and
significant treatments that are fascinating.
In her work, a message of hope underlies
messages of continued struggle against
forms of domination and inequality.
Christina’s works become modern and
transcendent through her masterful usage
of scientific and artisanal treatments
together with the careful consideration of
heritage.
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Cristina Corvino is an artist with many
talents. She has restored and brought
back to life many neglected properties
that are found in the historical center of
Turin. She has been successful in fashion,
theater, and is a licensed and recognized
restorer of frescoes, sculptures, paintings,
and historical buildings. She is an
accomplished teacher that had the good
fortune to encounter not only learned
and wise teachers through her studies
but also true mentors. In the creations
that we discuss here, she explores the
complex issues of women and their roles
and their interactions with society, time,
animals, and nature. She explores these
interactions historically and connects
them to the present. A conversation takes
place between women of antiquity and
the viewer of the piece that causes the
viewer to reflect. It is a brilliant way to tell
us that the human being that was depicted
hundreds of years ago is questioning
us and encouraging us to fight to keep
searching for truth.

Left Page: Artist: Cristina Corvino
Title: Emancipazione (Emancipation)
Series: Macchine del Tempo (Time machines)
Style: Arte Consevativa ® (Registered
Trademark)
Dimensions: 130 x 160 cm (51.18" x 62.99")
Technic: Oil on panel and mixed media
Year: 2019
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SPECIAL INTERVIEW WITH

CRISTINA CORVINO
By Miguel Bermudez

to this magical world of art?
CC: I chose to attend the Liceo Artistico,
architecture section, in a period in which
public opinion considered this school to
be unreliable and with little prospects
for a career, but I could not do anything
else, my heart brought me there.
Contrary to the prevailing opinion,
I had the good fortune to meet real
artists who had dedicated themselves
to the profession of teacher, becoming
excellent teachers of life, capable of
grasping my abilities, giving me the
opportunity to learn classical techniques
but also to experiment with various
forms of art.
I still remember with nostalgia the
afternoons spent in the high school
workshops to complete drawings,
sculptures, and projects.

MEB III: What are the origins of your interest in
art in general?
Christina Corvino (CC): Since I was a child, I
have felt the interest in creativity, colors, and
nature growing in me which matured and
becoming a true passion for art and beauty.
I attended short courses, bought newspapers,
books, and manuals that described various
artistic techniques for modeling and painting
on various materials such as fabric, ceramics,
glass, etc. I produced small artifacts and had
a fair number of buyers and admirers which
allowed me a guaranteed small economic
independence from my parents.
My parents always supported my choices.

Cristina Corvino
Emancipazione (Emancipation) Detail. 2019
Macchine del Tempo (Time machines)
Style: Arte Consevativa ® (Registered
Trademark)
130 x 160 cm (51.18" x 62.99")
Oil on panel and mixed media
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MEB III: When whom and how were you exposed
ART MARKET MAGAZINE

MEB III: You trained as an architect
which you still do as your principal
career. Could you describe your
approach to your architectural works
and the philosophy behind it?
CC: Having been born and raised in
Turin, a royal city and part of Savoy and the
former capital of Italy was fortunate. It is full
of important historic buildings, museums, art
galleries, etc ... The charm of ancient architecture
and the period details it contains aroused in
me the desire to undertake university studies
oriented towards specialization in the field of
restoration with the future goal of working for
the enhancement of the Italian historical and
artistic heritage.
Today the work of the architect and restoration
and protection of cultural heritage elements is
very arduous and demanding. It has become a
real mission and the satisfaction in reviving an
ancient artifact, a historical-artistic building or
part of it is worth all of the effort.
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EMANCIPAZIONE
The work entitled "Emancipation"
invites reflection on the role of women;
by highlighting how the importance
of passion for nature can become an
important channel for communication.
This is demonstrated by the portraits of
the "Ladies with the rose" which become
typical of the period of the eighteenth
century, the moment in which the rose
took the leading role in various sectors:
now the flower of Venus, now color of the
Aurora that opens up in the light of a new
world whose construction women want to
participate.
Fundamental in the cultural life of the time
and in that of the court, the female figure
affirms through the symbolism of the rose
the civilizing function of Love and Beauty,
bringing this message to various places to
start the emancipation process.
A process that reaches up to the present
day with a discreet development and the
wish depicted with a rose plant bush, to
reach a higher level of parity even in the
least culturally prepared countries.
Cristina Corvino.
Emancipazione (Emancipation) Details.
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Cristina Corvino.
Creazione (Creation) Detail.
Series: Macchine del Tempo
(Time machines)
Style: Arte Consevativa ®
(Registered Trademark)
Dimensions: 140 x 160 cm
(55.18" x 62.99")
Technic: Oil on panel and
mixed media
Year: 2019

I believe that architecture should be
understood as a "Unicom" that is a set of
arts concentrated in a place to harmonize
together. For this, it is necessary that the
professional architect possesses the right
preparation and knowledge to perform
conservation and know how to recognize
hidden treasures that our ancestors left to
us.
MEB III: What made it important for you to
educate yourself about the conservation
and renovation of buildings, paintings,
frescoes, and sculptures?
CC: I believe that ancient works of art
can have a long life if they meet people
capable of recognizing their value by
restoring them properly. If not, the fragility
of the work can dominate, leading to the
disappearance of entire assets. In Italy, we
live in an open-air museum, surrounded
by sculptures, architecture, paintings, etc.,
but much of this heritage is still left in the
warehouses and basements of museums
due to lack of funds, initiatives and the
will to believe in the great potential of the
cultural system.
In this sense, sometimes the lack of
awareness leads to indifference and
abandonment, spreading a social culture
contrary to what should exist in a country
like ours. The educational world has the
responsibility, the task and the possibility
of changing people's thinking.

MEB III: Not only did you learn about
restoration techniques, but you also
decided to share your knowledge with
the new generation by becoming a
teacher; how do you see the enthusiasm
and interest in this field for the younger
generations?
CC: After years of experience, finding
ways of transmitting knowledge to share
one's work with new generations is very
important to complete a path of enrichment
and professional completeness that would
otherwise remain sterile and confined to
one's own study.
In this sense, the experience of teaching
closes a circle as any work starts with
learning from a teacher and one should
conclude with the transmission of one's
knowledge to the new generations
because the latter represents our future.
They, in turn, will be able to repeat, enrich
and transmit.
The construction of the schoolyard
during the restoration of some historic
buildings proved to be very positive as
some students appreciated the lessons
learned, discovered hidden abilities and
finally decided to follow us becoming our
stable collaborators, working with the
young people is not only possible but also
beautiful!
MEB III: How did you start thinking about
incorporating ancient paintings into your
contemporary artistic techniques and
getting a relevant modern message?
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CC: The work of art restorer allowed me
to know and appreciate many paintings,
sculptures, frescoes, etc... I had the
opportunity and also the duty to study
techniques and materials. I was struck by
the perfection and mastery with which the
great artists of the past dedicated their lives
to produce beauty. This immense heritage
has come down to us as a gift, the idea of
including ancient works in my contemporary
art projects stems from the desire to create
a dialogue between past and present with
the aim of making the observer aware of
the great recurring themes in societies of all
ages, in this sense artistic works becomes
socially useful and not an end in itself.
MEB III: What came first, your desire to
marry neglected and unknown works
with modern techniques, or your desire
to express modernity through a different
approach using historical paintings?
CC: First came the desire to revive the
neglected and unknown works through a
new expressive language, then the desire to
express one's message using ancient works
is very potent and hasn’t been done.
CREAZIONE (CREATION)

Artist: Cristina Corvino
Title: Creazione (Creation)
Series: Macchine del Tempo (Time machines)
Style: Arte Consevativa ® (Registered
Trademark)
Dimensions: 140 x 160 cm (55.18" x 62.99")
Technic: Oil on panel and mixed media
Year: 2019
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The work from the "Creation"
title is an ‘opportunity to reflect
on this theme with the help of
figurative art, the subject most
represented by various painters
of the past’, “La
Maternity “understood in
the traditional sense of the
Madonna with Child, which for
many centuries becomes an
idealized example of the role of
women in society.
Ancient that contrasts with the
representation that surrounds
it both in aesthetic terms and
in terms of its own significance
and emphasizes the alternative
possibility that the woman
may have in the event that
she chooses to abandon
metaphorically the veil of the
Madonna to become a modern
figure that carries creativity,
the mother of an intellectual
journey and work that will lead
her to give birth with the mind
realizing the dream of writing.

For the first time in history,
and for some decades, women
have gained the opportunity to
think about the various forms
of motherhood, this concept is
very significant since until now,
particularly in a patriarchal
society, this condition remained
deliberately mute and without
reflection. In fact, motherhood
was conceived, but understood
as a duty to be satisfied within a
certain age, causing frustrations
and problems of adaptation
for the figures less predisposed
to this destiny to procreate:
understanding and giving value
to what it takes place both
during pregnancy and during
the creation of various forms of
life, leaving the opportunity to
all women, in particular those
excluded from the traditional
experience, to actively reappropriate a possibility of
conscious choice of one's role in
society.

MEB III: What techniques do you use when
choosing a painting as the basis of your
work?
CC: As we mentioned before, my works
are the result of a fusion between the
experiences linked to the knowledge of
restoration techniques of ancient artifacts
and the creative abilities typical of
contemporary art. The works are composed
of a part in which the reinterpretation of
the preservation language emerges to give
a new reading in a modern key and a part
made an ex novo on a usually wooden
support that is realized as an oil painting on
wood.
MEB III: Tell us about the topics you've
covered so far with your paintings.
CC: I have always been more attracted
to the figurative genre, perhaps because
working closely with ancient works of art,
faces, figures, looks, draperies, etc. have
enriched the spaces of my atelier. During
the last year, the production has focused on
the realization of the series "MACHINES OF
TIME" understood as works that link past
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and present in a moment of reflection and
dialogue on the same theme.
“THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN SOCIETY
THROUGH HISTORY”, is the common
thread of these works that become visual
tales speaking of emancipation, desire for
creation, violence suffered, relationship
with animals.
These important topics have been
portrayed several times already in
antiquity, sometimes forgotten, they can
return to arouse interest since they still
have considerable relevance.
MEB III: Where you exhibited, you won art
awards. What were the reactions of the
public and art critics?
CC: The biography lists the latest
national and international exhibitions
in which I participated in this last year,
obtaining awards and satisfactions. The
critical reaction was very positive. After
some exhibitions, I was contacted to be
included as an artist both in the Atlas of
Contemporary Art and in the Catalog of
Modern Art.
Additionally, the well-known art critic
Vittorio Sgarbi was struck by the originality
of my style called "Conservative Art" and
by the harmony that can be created by
combining an ancient work inserted in a
contemporary context.
"Conservative art" can become a new
language of communication, a language
that wants to bring young people closer
by telling them about extremely complex
topics in a simple and direct way.
LIST OF THE LATEST EXHIBITIONS:
• Collective exhibition "Mare Motus 2019" Lega
Navale, Naples
• First Prize Painting "International Biennial Art
Prague 2019" Italian Cultural Institute, Prague
• Selected to participate in the "Paratissima
Bologna 2019" exhibition
• First Prize Painting, collective exhibition "Arte
Madrid" within Arco 2019, Madrid
• Selected for "Paratissima" Milan, April 2019
• Selected to participate in "Asylum the fear
as art", May 2019 exhibition curated by Dario
Argento in Rome, Palazzo Doria Pamphilj,
• Selected to take part in “I mille di Sgarbi”, June
2019, exhibition curated by Vittorio Sgarbi,
Magazzini del sale, Cervia
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UPCOMING PUBLICATIONS:
• Atlas of contemporary art 2020, De Agostini
• Catalog of modern art Italian artists from
the early twentieth century to the present,
Mondadori

MEB III: Your studio located in an ancient
city palace in Turin that you restored a few
years ago. Does this environment have an
influence on your work?
CC: Of course, as mentioned before, having
had the opportunity to work several times in
historic buildings subject to protection and
to choose the location of my atelier in the
City Palace designed by the famous royal
architect Benedetto Alfieri has provided me
with a wealth of unique knowledge.
However, having now formed my
personality, I could do the same works even
in a less courtly environment because what
I create comes mainly from within me.
MEB III: Please describe what is on your
mind when you look at a painting that you
want to work with and incorporate your
creativity.
CC: The ancient paintings that come into
my works are the result of long research that
has been going on for many years, some
have been purchased in various contexts
others have been found abandoned inside
warehouses, cellars, flea markets. The
desire for salvation from their destiny
of degradation is the first reaction to so
much waste and ignorance, then the works
are analyzed in detail, we often discover
fascinating details, portraits that speak of
past lives, forgotten heroines, devotion,
etc... And from these stories, dialogue and
confrontation with the world of today on
the same theme begins to develop.
MEB III

Artist: Cristina Corvino
Title: Lucrezia 2019
Series: Macchine del Tempo (Time machines)
Style: Arte Consevativa ® (Registered Trademark)
Dimensions: 140 x 160 cm (55.18" x 62.99")
Technic: Oil on panel and mixed media. 2019
ART MARKET MAGAZINE
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LUCREZIA
In the ancient painting, a copy of
Giudo Reni, placed in the center of
the work, is portrayed the Roman
heroine Lucrezia while she is
about to kill herself as told by Tito
Livio in her "Historia Romana":
the rape suffered by Lucrezia by
the son of the King of Rome and
the consequent suicide were the
immediate cause of the revolution
that overthrew the monarchy and
established the Roman Republic.
The exceptional humanity of
history and the tragic resolution
of the story contain archetypes
of empathic strength that fund
development during the various
ages, thanks to the creative ability
of the artists: Lucrezia becomes
subject literary and iconographic
from Cranach to Giudo Reni,
suspended between legend and
reality, an example of domestic
virtues, heroine of human rights,
vibrates with a fascination
that crosses cultural changes
coming up to us with remarkable
topicality.

Cristina Corvino. Lucrezia 2019.

Detail.

Series: Macchine del Tempo
(Time machines)
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The message of the work entitled
"Lucrezia 2019" wants to sensitize
the approach on the subject
by changing the commonplace
of the feminine stereotype of
virtue that sees the defense pass
through the sacrifice of one's
life of honor violated; the red
shoes today become a symbol
of protest, against abuses, the
cultural traps that on the subject
of violence against women, they
are transmitted to us on a daily
basis at school, in museums, in
the media, manipulating the myth
of Lucrezia serving political and
social purposes.
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THE STUDIO
Cristina Corvino's studio located
within the historical building of
Palazzo di Città.
The City Palace is one of the
most characteristic buildings
of the city's historical building
fabric, rich in history, today it is
protected by the Superintendency
for Architectural and Landscape
Heritage of the Province of Turin.
Designed by arch. Reale Benedetto
Alfieri in the mid-1700s, it has
always played an important role
for the public administration,
still today it hosts the municipal
offices and councils.
Cristina's studio/ apartment is
located on the noble floor and has
been restored with conservative
methods to maintain and enhance
the period features still present in
the inside the unit subject to its
renovation. Cristina's work as an
architect is clearly shown in the
respect, workmanship and beauty
that brought back to life this
historical marvel.
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"ARTE CONSERVATIVA" ®

ABOUT THE PROJECT

We are often led to think that, by custom,
contemporary art is an end in itself, for the
world of restoration the commitment to take
care of the enhancement of the historical and
artistic heritage, therefore the world of "Art"
and "Restoration" until now have remained
confined to their areas without interest in
creating a new form of language common to
both.
Arte Conservativa, a term coined and deposited
by the artist to represent her compositional
and narrative style of the works, is the
Restoration intended not only as an artisan
practice, but as an important moment of
recognition and discovery that becomes a
form of art, is an artistic project that becomes
a marriage of knowledge and it is also the
message that the works realized belonging
to the series "Machines of time" want to give,
from which emerges the connection between
the various disciplines of art, restoration and
architecture learned in the years of study and
work.
The works are born from the ambitious project
of recovering the ancient artifacts abandoned
to the action of time to give them new form
and dignity through the study of the materials
of the past and the reinterpretation of them
in a contemporary key; in this sense, the
conservation intervention on our historical
and artistic heritage becomes both an
opportunity for valorization and spokesman
for new thoughts on the great themes linked
to the role of women in society in the various
eras: creation, emancipation, violence
suffered, relationship with animals, are the
themes treated in the works of the series
"Machines of time" presented here with the
figure of the woman always protagonist.
Ancient and modern come together to
become a unique, current, completely new
work that wants to capture the attention of
even the least interested in the ancient, telling
with communicative emphasis how to restore
a painting in the various phases and how it is

possible to create through reinterpretation
of artisanal methods new forms of artistic
communication.
In the various works the original meaning is
highlighted, capturing the most representative
gestures of the composition within geometries
and boxes, such as to become a formal
synthesis, a simplification of reading the
classical language, more in keeping with the
style of our time.
The comparison with the masters of the past
is not limited to investigating the secrets of
the techniques, but is completed by creating
on external supports, painted ex novo
that give voice to the current thought with
respect to the themes treated, creating a real
opportunity for dialogue between space and
time.
In this sense the ancient reinterpreted joins
the contemporary through metal rings that
mark the time of the zodiac signs as in an
astrolabe and the spatial coordinates as in a
compass, giving a precise location of the work
every time, it is exposed through the use of
magnets positioned on the various sections of
the rings.
The mechanical clock gives the possibility
from the Renaissance onwards to consider
time as a controllable factor compared to the
Middle Ages, where most people did not know
in which year they lived, up to the present day
when the weather despite the varied scientific
knowledge and measurements becomes
uncontrollable again, moving from a world
where everything was certain and nothing
happened to a world in which nothing appears
certain and everything changes rapidly.
Time and space that change, flow and
transform, leaving the social role of women
always the protagonist of the same stories
as well represented in the series of works
presented here entitled "Machines of Time".

Left Page: Artist: Cristina Corvino
Title: Amore e Vanita (Love and Vanity) 2019
Series: Macchine del Tempo (Time machines)
Style: Arte Consevativa ® (Registered Trademark)
Dimensions: 125 x 140 cm (49.21"x 55.18")
Technic: Oil on panel and mixed media.
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MEB3
Absorbing Art
By Miguel Bermudez

Cristina Corvino is an artist,
licensed art restorer, designer
and architect based in Turin, Italy.
Her work can be seen on these
websites:
www.arteoatelier.com
www.arteoliving.it

Cristina Corvino. Amore e Vanita (Love and
Vanity) Detail. 2019. Oil on panel and mixed
media. Macchine del Tempo (Time machines)
Arte Consevativa ® (Registered Trademark)
125 x 140 cm (49.21"x 55.18")

AMORE E VANITÀ
The work from the title "Love and Vanity" deals with the theme of the
relationship between man and dog, according to some authoritative
university studies the relationship between dogs and owners can be
compared to the one between children and parents, in particular the
woman can become like a real mother: the contact and the exchanges
of glances extended over time that the dog has learned to develop
over the centuries play a decisive role in the production of oxytocin,
the hormone that transmits maternal feelings, creating harmony
and mutual trust that can never be established with other animals or
people but only with their children.
This discovery is of fundamental importance to understand the
uniqueness of the depth of bond that can be established if one is
willing to treat animals with love and respect; unfortunately, still
today, despite the proliferation of information, many realities of pure
exploitation and torture of dog breeds exist; the reality of placing pure
financial profits first by forgetting the endless torture that is inflicted
to snatch the fur from relatives of our domestic dogs.
The message of the work is to launch an alarm by comparing two
opposing worlds, to raise awareness of those who produce garments
by feeding useless and perverse fashions and in particular consumers
which could make the difference with more equitable and informed
choices.
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Contact Miguel Bermudez
http://meb3.com/
meb1691@gmail.com

I have attended most major art and
antiques shows in the United States
and Europe including The New
York Winter Show at the Armory,
The Chelsea Show in London, Le Biennale
de Paris, The European Fine Art Fair (TEFAF)
in Maastricht and antiques shows in Zurich,
Vienna, Munich, Prague, Milan, Geneva and
Basel.
I frequently participate in auctions in
London, Amsterdam, Vienna, Copenhagen,
New York, San Francisco, Paris, Munich,
Berlin and Milan and have published
academic articles and contributed research
to The Orders & Medals Research Society
of Great Britain, The Vatican Secret Archives,
The Chancellery of the Order of the Thistle in
Scotland, Sotheby’s Orders and Medals, The
Chancellery of the Orders of Knighthood of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands and many
others.
My
experience
providing
research,
acquisition and sales of important Italian
and Spanish eighteen century antiques
to galleries in the United States has given
me the opportunity to develop direct
contact experience with collectors, interior
designers, architects, fine art galleries and
museums. I bring my international business
experience to the Fine Art world.
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